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Abstract

The INVEST in America Act, while it represents a laudable effort to address the critical state of the nation’s surface transport infrastructure, fails to address fundamental problems with infrastructure funding. It recommits to funding highway maintenance through a series of bailouts rather than seeking reform that might return us to a sustainable user-pay model, such as an increased gas tax, a Vehicle Miles Traveled fee, or equivalent system. In doing so, it increases the federal subsidy given to trucking companies that cause unaccounted damage to America’s highways. At the same time, it imposes burdensome and largely redundant new regulations on trucking’s direct competitors, the freight rail companies whose own infrastructure is privately funded and which are sorely needed to meet the infrastructure and transport objectives set by policymakers. More comprehensive, forward-looking solutions must be found to enable surface transportation to remain competitive, innovative, and efficient.

Executive Summary

Much of America’s surface transportation infrastructure is both aging and increasingly in disrepair, with more than $420 billion in deferred repairs as of 2020, according to the Department of Transportation. The most recent Federal effort to alleviate the situation is the INVEST in America Act (H.R. 2), a 5-year, $494 billion spending package that includes $319 billion for highway investments alongside $105 billion for transit and $60 billion for rail.

However, many of these allocations represent ineffective stopgap measures. The bill fails to shift the underlying funding model used to support the nation’s transport networks. While freight shipping continues to be self-funded through a variety of user-pay mechanisms, trucking—another major player in long-term shipping—is moving even further away from a user-pay model and toward complete reliance on massive taxpayer bailouts. Everyone relies on America’s roads, bridges, and highways, but cargo trucks impose an oversized burden on them in terms of wear and tear, one they fall far short of repaying through existing sales and fuel taxes. That problem could soon be exacerbated by proposals that fail to increase infrastructure funding contributions on the part of the trucking industry.

Highway maintenance is paid for by the Highway Trust Fund (HTF), which receives its primary sources of funding from fuel taxes and large vehicle sales taxes. But fuel tax rates have remained stable for close to 30 years, while Congress has removed spending limits, deferred necessary repairs, and covered the shortfall with emergency bailouts from the Treasury’s taxpayer-backed general fund.
Together, trucking and freight rail account for some 68% of America’s freight shipping by ton-mile. Rail handles the majority of bulk agricultural and energy products, while trucking is responsible for higher-value goods and much direct-to-consumer transport of commercial goods. This effective division of labor has been good for America’s economy, and competition between trucking and freight rail continues to drive innovation, with surface-freight transport increasing its overall economic profit by $309 billion in 2015 alone.

But those benefits are contingent on a number of critical factors, one of which is competition on even footing. The last two decades have seen two growing disruptions to the balance of factors involved: regulation on freight rail has become increasingly burdensome, and trucking has increasingly been able to avoid the cost of maintaining the infrastructure it relies on. Existing user-pay mechanisms to fund highway, bridge, and road repair have been rendered inadequate by rising costs and Federal mis-management, forcing infrastructure spending to draw on the Treasury’s general fund, effectively subsidizing trucking companies.

Each of these factors will be examined in turn, and potential means of redress suggested.
Freight rail is an $80 billion industry responsible for more than 135,000 jobs. It is central to our economy, and, unlike trucking, freight rail companies are responsible for the maintenance of their own transport infrastructure. They cover that burden through private investment and careful cost-management, which has been made increasingly difficult by laws that hamper innovation and reduce operational efficiency with little benefit.

The most recent example is the INVEST in America Act, H.R. 2, which contains a number of regulatory changes that threaten to reduce rail companies’ ability to operate efficiently and to reliably play their crucial economic role. These changes are not likely to increase safety; in most cases, their intended outcomes are already ensured by other, less burdensome provisions or requirements, or are simply unnecessary.

As argued below, these provisions—along with several others—would reduce rail network efficiency and prevent rail companies from innovating, modernizing, and, ultimately, from competing in certain domains. In return, they are unlikely to provide substantial benefits to employees, consumers, or other stakeholders. The best option for the continued economic success of American shipping is to reject H.R. 2’s proposed regulatory changes.

### Preventing freight rail from shipping liquified natural gas

Section 8202 of the bill effectively prohibits the movement of liquified natural gas (LNG) by rail, a policy motivated by public health and safety concerns. While these concerns are of course crucially important, there are a number of good reasons to think that safety concerns can be addressed while still allowing for the efficient transport of LNG. The benefits of such an arrangement are clear: LNG has the lowest carbon emissions per Btu of any natural gas—roughly half those of coal—and is most easily and cheaply transported by rail.

Meanwhile, the safety concerns are actively being addressed on two fronts. First, the Department of Transportation recently completed real-world testing of tank car safety and, in consultation with the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) and the Federal Railroad Administration, ruled that suitably reinforced DOT-113C120W9 tank cars can reliably and safely transport LNG. Second, an ongoing $1 million study PHMSA is further exploring the safety of LNG transport; the results of that study will better inform subsequent legislation.

### Halting the continued modernization of rail crews

Section 9509 of the bill would mandate that all freight trains operate with two-person crews. Crew sizes have already decreased from five people to two over the last fifty years, as advances have been made in technologically assisted management and safety.

Notably, Positive Train Control anti-crash technology will be fully implemented across US freight rail by the end of this year. Meanwhile, many passenger, short-line, and freight rail systems in other countries have safely and successfully operated with single-person crews for more than a decade.

Moreover, there is no evidence that two-person crews are any safer than suitably equipped one-person crews. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) agrees, noting that comparable foreign freight rail operations have acceptable safety records. Proposed two-crew mandates are simply not in accordance with the available evidence.
Reversing recent advancements in freight flexibility on the Southern border

The largest international rail interchange in North America is Laredo, Texas. In 2018, Kansas City Southern Railroad (KCS) obtained FRA approval to allow inbound trains to proceed directly to KCS’s Laredo rail yard, still operated by their originating Mexican crews. Section 9510 is a continuation of ongoing efforts to legislatively reverse that ruling by requiring slow, costly crew transfers at every border crossing.

While the proposed change is ostensibly motivated by safety concerns, the Mexican crews in question are certified by KCS’s Mexican affiliate and have an average of 20 years of operating experience, as well as being trained and tested on U.S. operating rules and regulations. Here, too, H.R. 2 appears to be proposing unwarranted overregulation.

Impractical time limits for blocked crossings

Section 9553 of the bill mandates that no freight train will legally be able to occupy a rail crossing for more than 10 minutes. The proposal is motivated by concerns about emergency response times and traffic congestion, so its goals are both important and laudable. The difficulty is that the rule would apply to more than 200,000 grade crossings that vary from small, remote roads to busy crossing points in densely trafficked areas. There is no one-size-fits all solution that will meet the bill’s goals without serious consequences for rail network congestion and regularity of service.

Finer-grained legislation is needed that will grant rail operators the freedom they need to avoid local traffic and road blockage concerns while maintaining rail network integrity.
Infrastructure Funding

America’s surface shipping relies on two major branches of infrastructure: rail networks and highways. Rail networks stretch to some 140,000 miles of track, and are built, maintained, and monitored by rail companies themselves; taxpayer money is not involved. Instead, what rail companies require is the ability to compete fairly so that they remain attractive investments for the external funding sources enabling them to operate.

One of the most severe threats to the rail industry is the effective Federal subsidy given to its chief competitor—trucking—in the form of a taxpayer funded Highway Trust Fund (HTF). The HTF was created in 1956 to fund the expansion of the Federal highway system, and was designed so that it would be funded by a Federal fuel tax in perpetuity. It remains the central mechanism by which states are reimbursed for highway, road, bridge, and tunnel repair costs, and is crucial not only to trucking but to the entire American economy.

If the system were working as designed, trucking companies would be paying into the HTF through diesel taxes high enough to offset the damage they do to our roads and bridges. Notably, according to Federal reports, that damage currently far outstrips the wear-and-tear imposed by regular passenger vehicles weighing only a few percent of the tonnage of a fully loaded six-axle truck. The best current estimates suggest that trucks are underpaying for their highway infrastructure damage by more than 27 cents per gallon of fuel.

There are a number of reasons that the HTF has failed to keep pace with demand, which are explored below. First, however, the scope of the demand needs to be made clear: the Department of Transportation estimates that American highways and bridges face more than $800 billion in deferred investment needs, including an almost $480 billion backlog of critical repairs. That backlog is in addition to an estimated $170 billion per year needed to maintain currently-serviceable infrastructure elements.

A solution is needed that simultaneously meets two requirements: (a) trucking must pay a greater share of the cost of infrastructure maintenance in order to allow for fair competition in surface transport; (b) the HTF’s funding model must be reformed to guarantee the fund’s continued utility. These goals might be achieved in any number of ways, but both outcomes are critical if freight rail is to continue playing its role as a major engine of economic dynamism and prosperity within the United States.
The HTF’s primary sources of funding are fuel taxes, currently set at 18.4 cents per gallon for gasoline and ethanol-blended fuels and 24.4 cents per gallon for diesel; together they account for almost 85% of the fund’s revenue. At present, however, fuel taxes account for only a fraction of the fund’s outlays; the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the fund will accrue a cumulative shortfall of almost $200 billion by 2028, with a deficit of more than $25 billion. The fund has already run dry many times, each time requiring a bailout from the Treasury general fund. There are five primary reasons for the HTF’s failure to meet its obligations. One is the ongoing failure to reform the fund’s revenue model, and is addressed below; the other four are structural and are addressed here.

The decreasing value of the gas tax

The HTF’s primary sources of funding are fuel taxes, currently set at 18.4 cents per gallon for gasoline and ethanol-blended fuels and 24.4 cents per gallon for diesel; together they account for almost 85% of the fund’s revenue. At present, however, fuel taxes account for only a fraction of the fund’s outlays; the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the fund will accrue a cumulative shortfall of almost $200 billion by 2028, with a deficit of more than $25 billion. The fund has already run dry many times, each time requiring a bailout from the Treasury general fund. There are five primary reasons for the HTF’s failure to meet its obligations. One is the ongoing failure to reform the fund’s revenue model, and is addressed below; the other four are structural and are addressed here.

- First, fuel taxes have not been raised since 1993, despite the support of state and local governments, the construction industry, labor unions, the Chamber of Commerce and other business interests, many members of congress, and even the American Truckers’ Association.

- Second, fuel taxes were not indexed to keep pace with inflation. As a result, the effective purchasing power of the HTF’s tax receipts have dropped by 40% since 1993.

- Third, vehicles are becoming more fuel efficient. The Bureau of Transport Statistics estimates that the average miles-per-gallon of light-duty vehicles has increased almost 35% since 1980, a trend driven by state-level efficiency mandates, state and Federal state tax incentives, and changing consumer preferences.

- Finally, sales of electric vehicles have increased sharply over the last several years (jumping 63% from 2017 to 2018), exacerbating the trend toward fuel efficiency overall and, if current trends continue, threatening to sharply reduce gas tax receipts in the future.

Thanks to these and other factors, the HTF has effectively moved away from its intended user-pay model. It is currently solvent only thanks to the Obama Administration’s FAST Act, which allowed the HTF to draw on general Treasury funds, and it will need additional outside assistance at the end of the current fiscal year when the act expires.

Failure to produce reform

The HTF has been on a slow path to insolvency since the passage of the TEA21 infrastructure law in 1998. TEA21 allowed the fund’s outlays to be determined based on projected rather than actual revenues. From there, a series of additional legislative missteps have allowed the fund to repeatedly run dry while avoiding any meaningful reform. A full timeline of relevant legislative events can be found here, but the key errors can be summarized as follows:

- Failure to raise gasoline and diesel taxes;
- Further decoupling HTF spending from tax receipts by suspending and then repealing the “Byrd test,” which required that HTF spending be reduced if expected outlays exceed expected revenues;
- Shifting costs for various tax credits (including e.g. ethanol tax credits) to the HTF rather than the general fund;
- Redistributing moneys from the HTF to the Mass Transit fund.
The legislative realities behind each of these decisions are complex, but in each case the choice was made to allow the fund’s long-term expenses to mount while taking no steps to increase its long-term revenues. A pair of blue-ribbon commissions were established to design solutions; their advice was given more than ten years ago now and has been essentially ignored. In both cases, the core recommendation was a gas tax increase.

The result of these repeated and multi-faceted failures to produce meaningful reform have been some $140 billion of non-HTF taxpayer money spent to repair highways over the last decade and a half. The INVEST in America Act would more than double that, with a new one-time bailout of $145 billion. It would do nothing to reform the HTF’s funding model and would provide no new revenue streams for ongoing maintenance.

**Possible Solutions**

Luckily, there is reason to think that a well-designed multi-pronged approach to reforming the HTF might both restore it to long-term solvency and re-establish the user-pay model it was always intended to rely on. There are two key elements of any reform effort, the first of which is simple: raise the gas tax. As mentioned above, the move has more than two decades of support from every major stakeholder, with the primary barrier appearing to be a matter of public perception and political risk. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that raising the gasoline and diesel taxes by just one cent per gallon would increase HTF revenues by approximately $1.6 billion; the lowest recommended increase, made in the 1990s, was three cents over five years. Even a modest fuel tax increase—accompanied by a measure indexing those taxes to inflation—would grant the fund much-needed short-term reprieve and open the door to more serious reform in the future.

One likely avenue for that continued reform is the implementation of a Vehicle Miles Traveled fee (VMT). Such a fee would rely on additional infrastructure for monitoring and levying the tax that is not yet in place, but it has a number of critical benefits. The most noteworthy is that it would not be affected by increasing fuel efficiency or the prevalence of hybrid and electric cars. Another, spelled out in a recent CBO report, is that a VMT fee could be adjusted based on factors such as vehicle configuration, weight, location, purpose, and other factors, allowing vehicles causing the greatest infrastructure damage to support their share of infrastructure costs without imposing an unsustainable burden on commuters or other drivers.

**Conclusions**

America’s surface transport infrastructure underlies the activity of huge sections of the nation’s economy, and it is essential that it be kept in good repair. The INVEST in America Act allocates Federal funds to many of the most crucially affected areas, but it is not designed to provide the forward-looking solutions that the economy needs.

The funds it provides will be most effective if they are delivered without the additional burden of redundant and unnecessary regulations. Freight rail is reliable, effective, and enjoys high levels of public trust; it is also our most efficient form of long-distance transport and the most climate-friendly form of surface shipping under most conditions. It is safe and is already well-regulated. And it is self-funding. What the industry needs is fair competition and a chance to grow, innovate, and develop its own solutions so as to best serve the public.

One crucial element in that formula is the need for the trucking industry to pay a greater share of the costs of highway and bridge maintenance, so that Federal taxpayers are not subsidizing an industry that is already competitive. The clear way forward is to return the HTF to a user-pay model through fuel tax increases, inflation indexing, and the introduction of a Federal-level VMT based on existing state-level pilot programs.
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